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Abstract

It is shown that spontaneous CP violation and natural flavor conservation can

occur in the SU(2)L X U(1)Y model based on two Higgs doublet and one Higgs singlet

fields with a Z3 discrete symmetry. Physical CP nonconservation is purely due to

scalar-pseudoscalar mixings. In order for this to be a major source of CP violation a

light spin-0 boson of mass less than 10 GeV is required. The 'see-saw' mechanism can

be implemented to generate small neutrino masses. The model implies a relatively

large electric dipole moment for charged leptons and small value for |«'/el-
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The idea that CP symmetry is violated spontaneously was first suggested by T.D.

Lee [1], He has shown that the minimal spontaneous CP violation (SCPV) model in

the context of the standard SU(3)c x SU(2)L X U(1)Y model requires the existence

of two Higgs doublets. However, this model allows flavor-changing neutral currents

(FCNC's) due to the neutral Higgs exchange which must be suppressed according to

experiments. To have naturally FCNC suppression, one has to impose the principle

of natural flavor conservation [2] (NFC) in the Higgs sector. With Higgs doublet

fields alone, it has been shown that the minimal model with SCPV and NFC is the

Weinberg three-Higgs doublets model [3,4] in which flavor changing neutral Higgs

couplings are forbidden by a Zj X Z'2 discrete symmetry [Fl].1 The major source

of CP violation comes from charged-Higgs exchanges [5]. In this class of models,

the neutrino mass remains zero if no right-handed neutrino NR is introduced and a

global U(l) lepton symmetry remains [6]. Simply adding NR is not sufficient since the

neutrino mass generated is order of charged lepton mass which is too large to agree

with the experimental bounds, unless unnaturally small Yukawa couplings are used.

It is well-known that the simplest way to generate a small neutrino mass SU(2) x

U(l) is to introduce a singlet Higgs field. Then, the 'see-saw' mechanism [7] applies

as the right-handed neutrino can pick up a large Majorana mass via coupling the

singlet Higgs field which suffers spontaneous symmetry breaking at some high mass

scale.

In this note, we will describe the construction of the minimum model that can

incorporate SCPV, NFC, and small neutrino mass. From the discussion above it

is clear that the Higgs content must contain at least two Higgs doublets so that a

relative phase between their VEV's remains and a singlet to construct a Majorana
1 [PI] With Higgs doublets alone, Zj is the only discrete symmetry compatible with SU(2)L x U(l)y.
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mass term. Henceforth we shall use this minimal set. We will show below that if we

demand SCPV and a small physical Majorana neutrino mass, NFC can be satisfied

by a discrete symmetry only if it is Z3. CP nonconservation effects arise entirely from

neutral scalar and pseudoscalar mixings between the doublets and singlet. Comparing

with the Weinberg three doublets model, our model is simpler in that we have fewer

Higgs fields. Moreover, the electric dipole moments (EDM's) of neutron dn and

charged leptons dt are related giving rise to relatively large dt. For instance, for

dn ~ 10~26 e-cm, one expects dt ~ 10~29,10~22,1O~20 e-cm, for £ = e,fi,r respectively,

which are much larger than existing CP violation models. The value of \e'/e\ is

estimated to be in the order of 10~6 which is lower than the current data [8].

In a previous paper [9], we have shown that the minimal SCPV and NFC model

with a global U(l) symmetry involves two doublet and two singlet Higgs fields. The

simpler model with only one singlet \ field does not accommodate SCPV [9,10]. To

obtain SCPV in the two doublets and one singlet mode, we give up the U(l) global

symmetry and use instead a discrete symmetry to satisfy NFC. In ref. [3] the discrete

symmetry imposed is of Zi type, whereas our model has Z3 as the discrete symmetry.

To see this, we assume the model respects SU(2)LXU(1)YX2JV symmetry. Without

loss of generality, the Higgs and fermion fields transform as

to "» e ' ^ W to , to - to, X - e*2™/*" X ,

^ < 2 / J V ) (1)

under the ZN symmetry where the integers m,n obey AT > TO, n > 0. The above

assigned transformations of Higgs doublets and fermions are dictated by NFC [F2].2

We write the general CP invariant Higgs potential and Yukawa couplings in the
a[F2] Here we assume that <p\ is coupled to u-type quarks and 4>2 to rf-type quarks.



following forms

V = m\4t4n + m\<t>tfa + mlx+
X + au(tf<t>x? + a2i(<f>+fa)2 + a33(X

+x)2

+VSCPV s Vo + VSCPV . (2)

h.c.

where all couplings are real and <f>\ = tVj^J. The terms VSCPV and £LNV will depend

on the type of the discrete symmetry. We list the various Zn and their effects on

Vscpv an<i £LNY below.

(i) zr.

4>! -+ e^fa , fa -* fa, X -* e" X

(«n,Nit)-+ef'{uR,NR), (4)
i

VSCPV = c,(^+ fa? + c2{<j>$fa)x + c3{<f>+fa)X
+ + ctX

3 + csX* + c e x V + h.c. , (5)

and

£LNY = 0 . (6)

(ii) Z3:

*,NR)->*•*"*'(UR,NX), (7)

VSCPV = cl(4>tfa)X
+X+ + <*(#&)x + c3X

3 + h.c. , (8)



(9)

(iii) Z4[P3]:»

(10)

(11)

£LNV = 0 , (12)

all the cases may generate SCPV. Models with Zn where N > 4 can be reduced to

the above. However, only case (ii) has explicit lepton number violation and thus a

see-saw mechanism is possible. We shall only study this Z3, model. As usual, we

write the Higgs fields as follows:

1 .
X — —j= e '° (W3 + -̂ 3 + *h) > (13)

and their vacuum expectation values (VEV's) are given by

1 if i 1 .a

where the phase of (<£2) has been set to zero by SU(2)L rotation. In order to avoid a

hierarchy problem in the Higgs potential, we assume that v| is in the order of v^v2-
3[F3] Other ZA transformations do not accommodate the physical CP violation because of the

absence of scalar-pseudoscalar mixing.



After spontaneous symmetry breaking, the minimum potential V admits both CP

conserving and violating solutions which are given by:

2a + B ~ nir ,

a - $ = m-K , (15)

where n and m are integers and

respectively. The minimum of the potential for these solutions are:

CP conserving: V££ = Vo + r (ci + •x/ScjJuit/jul + - 4 vl , (17)
2 v2

and

CP violating: V^,, = K) — — ' . ' ' . (18)

Clearly V ûn can be the absolute minimum by suitable choice of parameters. For

example, with:

Cj "- C3 ~ — C1V3 > 0 , V3 ~ Wit/J , (19)

one finds that:

a = if/4, 0 = 0, (20)

and

* = v0 + ̂ H M < V CP = Vo



The model has ten Higgs bosons in all, three of which are the Goldstone bosons:

one neutral

G° = (v1I1+v2I2)/v, (22)

where v = \Jv\ + v% = (VS G F ) " 1 ' 2 and two charged ones

= (wi*J t + v2<t>'2
±)/v, (23)

where 4>* = e*e> <f>f. There are two physical charged Higgs states

H* =

with the masses

(24)

(25)

which are real so that C P violation cannot arise from charged Higgs exchanges only.

There are remaining five neutral Higgs boson mass eigenstates t\, t2, • •., t& which

are combinations to .Rj,fl2,-R3,/ and / 3 where / = (v2 I\ - vt I2)/v through a real

orthogonal matrix U, i.e.,

, R2, R 3 , 1 , (26)

It is clear that physical CP violation resides in the neutral Higgs system. From

eqs. (8) and (9), one obtains the following relevant Higgs potential and Yukawa

couplings:

where
0 0 -3u2

(28)
0 0 -3u2

0 0 -3t/!



?Mrf+ dM 7d+ u

and

— eMee + — cMe75e + . . . , (29)

where Mj(f = u,d and e) are the diagonal mass matrices. As expected, the /£-/

mixing terms in eq. (27) vanish for the CP conserving solutions. Although MRl

appears in both the Lee and the Weinberg three doublets models, their contributions

to CP violation are considered to be small since the flavor-changing neutral Higgs

boson and the charged Higgs exchanges are taken to be the dominant sources in these

two types of models respectively. In contrast, in our model the R-I terms are the

only source of CP violation. However, to obtain a AS = 2 K°-K° mixing and

CP violation effect it is necessary to go to two loops. Fig. 1 depicts the dominant

contribution. We estimate that

teJ Bimi/MH) •

where MW,MH, and Mo stand for the W gauge boson, the charged Higgs, and the

neural Higgs masses respectively, X is a combination of different R-I mixing factors

and

With

40 GeV, Mo ~ 1 GeV, mt ~ 50 GeV,

X ~ 3, Vtd ~ 0.01, Vti ~ 0.05 and «2/v, ~ 3 , (32)
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we get |e| ~ 2 X 10"3. A Higgs boson of mass around 1 GeV is not in conflict with

experiment [11] and is necessary to overcome the two-loop suppression.

For this range of parameters a large B% — B% mixing [12] can be achieved. The

dominant graphs to the Bi-Bs mass difference are the box diagrams shown in fig. 2

which gives [13]

AM = MBt - MBs - 2|Mi3| = —— * a'^'*™' (Iww + IwH + IfiH^ ' ^33^

where

6 ' Yw ^-YW

YlY \
vj " 1(1 - YH? (1 - Z) (1 - Ywy (1 - Z)

&-2Yw 1
(1-YW)(1-YH)\ '

and

where Yw - mf/M^, YH = m?/JWj and Z = Mfr/Mf,. With / B - 0.16 GeV,

i? ~ 1/3, MB ~ 5.3 GeV and the parameters in (32), we estimate that AM ~

4 x 10~13 GeV.

The dominant contribution to |e'/e| comes from a one-loop diagram given in fig. 3.

Our model predicts a small value of \^/e\ ~ 10~6 and is in marked contrast to the

standard model where this parameter is calculated to be ~ 10"3. If the experiment

value [8] of (3.5 ± 1.5) x 10~3 is confirmed it will rule out our solution as a major

source of CP violation. The simplest solution will be to adopt hard CP violation.

The one-loop diagram contributing to the EDM of fermion dj ( / is a quark or a

charged lepton) is shown in fig. 4. For the neutrino it is zero. On the other hand, the
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EDM's of quarks and charged leptons come from same the neutral Higgs exchange,

one expects that the EDM of the neutron dn and dt are related. Indeed, one finds

1 3
2

(35)

where i = 1 for u-quark and t = 2 for <2-quark and charged leptons. Assuming the

R-I mixing factor X' c* 1, one gets

dn = | d d - i d u « 3 . 6 x l 0 - 2 6
e - c m

dt « 4.9 x 10~39 e • cm , d,

dT ss -4.6 x lO"20 e • cm ,

1.0 x 10-"e-cm,

(36)

where we have used mu ~ 5 MeV and m,< ~ 7.5 MeV. All these values are well

below their experimental bounds. These predictions of relatively large d((£ = e, ft, r)

compared to other models [14] is one main phenomenological feature of our model.

We now examine the neutrino mass. From the Yukawa couplings in (9), one

obtains the general form of the neutrino mass matrix:

MR

\
(37)

where mp is the Dirac mass of the neutrino which is order of the mass of a charged

lepton and MR = hv t>3 ~ 1/3, is the Majorana mass of the right-handed neutrino.

One therefore has,

Mv ~ myMR ~ mj/v3 , (38)

which is the famous 'see-saw' formula [7], Here we have assumed V3 "3> wif. Taking

vl ~ vxv2 ~ (135 GeV)2, one finds MVt ~ 2 eV, MUll ~ 80 keV and MVr ~ 23 MeV

which are consistent with the current experimental limits: mUt < 18 eV, mv <
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250 keV and mVT < 35 MeV [15], and neutrinoless double beta decays. However,

the keV mass for i/M does not satisfy with the cosmological constraint which requires

mVtk < 65 eV [16]. There are two possible ways out of this problem. The first

is to accept a hierarchy in the VEV's and give a large scale to v3. Then all the

neutrino masses can be made smaller than 65 eV [17]. The second one is to keep

the above values for mv. and mVr and obtain a zero v^ mass by using a different Z3

transformation for right-handed muon neutrino [18]. Admittedly both solutions are

ad hoc.

Finally we remark that our model suffers from the strong CP as well as the

domain-wall problems just like most SCPV models. Although the model has the

effective strong CP violation parameter 6 = 0 at tree level, with the parameters

given in (19), the one-loop contribution for 0 is still too large [19]. To solve these

difficulties one can either go to the minimal two doublets and two singlets model [9]

endowed with a Peccei-Quinn type U(l) global symmetry [20], or embed the model

in a grand unified theory where the Z3 is a remnant of some global symmetry. These

are beyond the scope of this paper.
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Figure captious

1. Dominant Feynman diagrams contributing to e. The crosses denote scalar-

pseudoscalar mixings.

2. B% - B$ mixings due to W and Higgs boson exchanges.

3. Dominant Feynman diagram contributing to \t'/e\.

4. Feynman diagram for electric dipole moment of fermions due to scalar-pseudo-

scalar mixings.
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